
Subject: Re: Funky Project
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Hi Everyone, 
Well.....some things are not quite as expected.   This amp is one of those.  First you would expect
a pair of beam tetrode RF sections to deliver a bunch of power in push-pull.  Even if it is class "A"
operation.  Well 4 watts clean and a max at 5% distortion of 6.5 isn't exactly a lot of power.  A pair
of EL84s can do that in a similar circuit.  Granted the 832s are really neat looking though.  On the
brighter side of things the response, signal to noise and sound are all good.  Except for some
60HZ at -75 db the rest of the range is nearly -90db.  Not too shabby for a small amp.  Response
is equally good.  -0.9db at 20HZ and -0.5db at 30HZ.  Everything from there up to past 30KHZ is
within 0.1db.  To me the sound is well rounded.  No obvious anomalies.  The "color" of the sound
if you want to use such terms is largely determined by the driver tube choice and the coupling
capacitors.  If you fiddle with them then you can alter the sound from warm to cool.  Your choice.  I
used Auricap capacitors and JJ ECC802S driver tubes.  Sensitivity is around 1 volt for full output. 
You can use ECC803 types and get more gain at the expense of a higher noise level.  Since
nearly any decent source can deliver 1 volt I figure that this is not really an issue.  So while really
cute and a worthy project, I figure there are better ways to make sound.
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